GeoWall

Genre

The Geo-Institute competition returns for another regional rendition - all in all, it's another GeoWall! Bands will apply geotechnical expertise to design a mechanically stabilized earth wall.

Artists

Per national guidelines, GeoWall bands may include up to four members.

Instruments

Please review the national rules for GeoWall specifications and requirements. Deliverables should conform to the national rules. Bands should furnish their own construction tools for build day.

Tracks

The competition will be conducted and scored according to the national rules.

Bands are strongly encouraged to submit technical papers to Geo-Institute for the national competition. However, the national competition will take place before the regional competition. Teams that are selected as finalists for the national competition will automatically receive the 120% of the maximum technical paper score (60 out of 50 points).

Notes

Direct any RFIs to conference organizers. This section will be updated to include RFI responses.